
Press release for JMS Fahrzeugteile GmbH: 
Individual Cor.Speed Challenge wheels on VW’s best-selling minivan

The market for minivans suitable for large families is dominated to a large extent by just 
two models: the Mercedes V Class and its VW counterpart, the current generation of 
which is the recently revamped and relaunched T6. JMS Fahrzeugteile has now fitted one
of the pre-facelift models with a set of high-end Cor.Speed wheels.

These Cor.Speed Challenge rims are recognizable by their seven bold, robust spokes. 
They measure in at 9x20" ET 45 (€449) and are fitted to the axle in combination with 5mm
spacers. We’ve then fitted them with 275/35R20 tires. The exclusive gold/black finish 
(additional €200/wheel) is a real highlight and complements the bodywork design 
perfectly: the rims are essentially finished in gold but are given black front faces.

To intensify the look, JMS Fahrzeugteile lowered the body using a KW Variant 3 coilover 
suspension (€2,162), which lowers the front axle of the T6 by 45mm and the rear by 
40mm. Last but not least, a little special treatment rounds off the modifications: by 
installing a sports air filter and a performance enhancement module (€799), we’ve 
squeezed around 20% more torque and power from this big VW.
Though not installed in this particular vehicle, JMS can also supply further components 
such as aerodynamic parts and exhaust systems.

You can find high-quality JMS products at VW dealerships as well as at well-stocked tire 
dealerships and specialist retailers. Of course, you can contact us directly for all other 
specs plus prices and shipping information for the entire JMS Fahrzeugteile product range 
at:

JMS Fahrzeugteile GmbH
Hauptstr. 26
72141 Walddorfhäslach, Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 71 27 / 960 84 0
Fax: +49 (0) 71 27 / 960 84 20
Email: info@jms-fahrzeugteile.de
www.jms-fahrzeugteile.de
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